The ELECTRIC HUMAN – Section 3 – Strategies and Considerations

Factors that Slow Recovery
A fast recovery is not always possible or necessarily desirable when dealing with many issues, especially ones of
pathogenic or parasitic origin. Typically these situations of concern developed over a long period of time and
have also been already unsuccessfully treated conventionally over a long period of time. The problems are often
no longer localized, but systemic by the time the end-user takes matters of health into his own hands.
There are many factors that can cause someone to see slow or even no progress with their recovery. Slow or
retarded recovery is often a symptom of additional issues that may also need to be addressed. Often, these
issues are one that may have been compounded as a result of earlier treatments and ones in which the user may
simply be unaware.

UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
As ridiculous as this might sound, there truly are those who believe in the
“magic box” scenario, that is, the electronic black box is a magic cure-all for
their problems. Admittedly, they may have come from an environment
where that might have been suggested. There most definitely ARE
unscrupulous dealers of devices that make all sorts of unfounded claims
and suggestions preying on the sick and desperate. If the seller is focusing
more on the myth and legend of Rife without making available pertinent
strategies that would be applicable, this is a good indication you may want
to look elsewhere. One needs to realistically look at the instrument as a
tool to assist in whatever strategy of attack is being prepared for your individual requirements. It should be
realistically expected that the path to recovery and wellness will be a combination of many things that are
changing, evolving and that may not even present themselves until further into sessions.

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Without maintaining an overall healthier lifestyle throughout the duration of
treatment or investigation, someone’s work with frequency instruments
would, in essence, be pointless.
A person must remain dedicated to repairing their health in every way if
they wish to fully recover from illness; meaning that they will have to avoid
many old and unhealthy habits and adjust to new routines and lifestyle as
well.
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SOME OF THE FACTORS THAT CAN SLOW OR PREVENT RECOVERY
Poor health habits that include







Inadequate exercise
Smoking
Drinking alcohol
Eating processed snack foods and cakes
Chronic exposure to dangerous chemicals, pesticides
or poisons (through work or outdoor recreation)
Taking prescriptions that may produce side effects
which counter progress

Recontamination
These issues above pretty much need little explanation. The continued toxic (re)contamination of one or more
of these abuses is very often the underlying cause or trigger of the very issue being addresses. Until the
underlying cause is removed, it is very unlikely the resulting issue and symptoms can be completely addressed or
reversed.

Poor Subject Compliance
Irregular treatment can also slow recovery. A person may not know the importance of carrying out regular
sessions even after their symptoms have disappeared. Otherwise, they may suffer a relapse of illness or get
incomplete results.
Both pathogenic and parasitic organisms often being
targeted have offspring, often mutated slightly in
frequency from their parents. Poor or irregular
scheduling is important to do a complete and thorough
job of targeted devitalization.
It is important to schedule and dedicate time within
each day to apply a full session or sessions as part of
your daily routine. For almost every issue this should
NOT be done late at night or during sleep.
Although using a contact instruments such as the
PFG2z requires the user to be tethered to the
equipment, plasma equipment as the P3 series does not. Most users find the computer or TV time sufficient for
most needs. However, serious issues may require extended application times. In those cases a radiant
application method may be more appropriate.
The proper selection of instrument for your unique needs and lifestyle often make the difference on how
convenient and regularly it is used, thus also understandably equating to how effective and timely a recovery
occurs.
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Detox
Neglecting to detoxify the body and replenish lost vitamins and nutrients would also hinder a user’s progress as
well. If a person does this and also suffers a relapse, they may then often blame the treatment methods instead
of their own poor compliance with the regimen.

Organ dysfunction caused by previous injury or other therapy





Someone may have no control over previous damage caused by trauma, disease, or surgery, which may
leave a fragile patient with less vital organ capacity than what they need to recover (or even survive).
Chemotherapy may eliminate tumors quickly at first.
However, it leaves metabolic pathways blocked and
kills good cells in good organs and other areas of the
body; creating secondary tumors as well.
Chemotherapy often may leave someone susceptible
to death from heart damage (some believe virtually
guaranteed with Adriamycin), pneumonia and kidney
infection (due to immune system damage), and
uncontrolled secondary recurring tumors (which may
become practically immune to chemotherapy once it
has blocked metabolic pathways).

Malnutrition and impaired cell chemistry





Nutritionally compromised or inferior tissues can be colonized by silent, low-level infections of viruses,
fungi, parasites, and bacteria.
Although raw fruits and vegetables can help to strengthen your immune system, they are still unable to
kill a microbe. Therefore, if the primary cause is nutritional deficiency and its resulting symptoms, then
only a good diet will help them to full recovery.
Metabolic defects caused by exposure to toxins or
other issues such as inherited disease may also
produce unsatisfactory results. It may help to routinely
use detoxification frequencies as well.

Note: it is possible to be overweight and malnourished. A
healthy, vitamin rich diet is important to a prolonged recovery.

Miscellaneous factors:







Age
Congenital disease
Prior frail health
Machine operation incompetence
Unsupportive relatives (frequently hostile to alternatives)
Make sure that any other forms of therapy used do not conflict with each other or the bio-active
frequency therapy.
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